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Constructing Your Own Research

In your group, develop two questions you want to ask the class. In this example, one question should have three possible 
answers and the other should have two. (Teacher note: You may choose to do something relevant to the topic, or not.)

Our questions:

• 

• 

Total

Total

Write two observation statements about this two-way table:

• 

• 

Relative Frequency Table: A table in which the data are written as percentages. The “inner” values (joint frequencies in 
a regular frequency table) are called conditional frequencies. The conditional values in a relative frequency table can be 
calculated as percentages of one of the following:

• The rows (relative frequency of rows)

• The columns (relative frequency of columns)

• The whole table (relative frequency of table)

RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF ROWS

Total

Total

Since the PERCENTAGES created focus on ROW values, all conditional observations are specific to the information in 
the row. Write two relative frequency statements based on rows:

• Of all students who ,  percent also .

• 

Template, Constructing Your Own Research
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RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF COLUMNS

Total

Total

Since the PERCENTAGES created focus on COLUMN values, all conditional observations are specific to the informa-
tion in the column. Write two relative frequency statements based on columns:

• 

• 

EXPECTED VALUE OF WHOLE TABLE

Total

Total

Since the PERCENTAGES created focus on TOTAL values, all observations are given for both categories. Write two rela-
tive frequency statements based on the whole table:

• Of all students in our class,  percent .
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